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Abstract— Cognitive radio means a radio system whose parameters is changing dynamically according to the external environment. By 
using the several cognitive radios’ in the network they built Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs). CRNs has the capability to deal with the 
exact requirement of the radio spectrum as well as take care of its shortage .Cognitive Radio Networks plays an important role to solve the 
problem of insufficient amount of radio spectrum for use. 

 In cognitive radio ad hoc networks (CRAHNs) , due to the absence of network infrastructure and heterogeneous spectrum availability  ,  
there is a need of the self-organization of cognitive radio users (CRs) , for efficient spectrum coordination . In case of CRAHNs ,the 
channel availability among cognitive radio nodes is varying in nature , hence connectivity and durability are the challenging issues . To 
address this challenge , clustering of neighboring cognitive radio nodes is the suitable approach. Clustering supports a coordinated 
channel switching and simplifies routing in CRAHNs. In this paper a node selection score based clustering scheme is introduced , which 
considers spectrum heterogeneity, node degree, intra cluster delay and stability of the topology. 

Index Terms— Cognitive Radio , CRNs , CRAHNs, Primary Users (PU), Secondary Users (SU), spectrum heterogeneity , Node selection 
score, Clustering . 
 

——————————      —————————— 

1    INTRODUCTION                                                                     

The fast developing wireless communication technologies are 
facing  the spectrum shortage problem. Cognitive radio (CR) is 
an encouraging  technology to solve this problem of insuffi-
cient amount of spectrum for use [1]. Primary User (PU), also 
known as the licensed user, has the whole right to use the ra-
dio spectrum. On the other hand, Secondary User (SU) is the 
unlicensed user, also known as the cognitive user, who has to 
give up the spectrum band as soon as there is an appearance 
of  PU . That is , in CR systems, whenever there is information 
to be transmitted , the Primary  Users (PUs) access their allo-
cated spectrum band and  the secondary user seeks the oppor-
tunity to use the spectrum holes or the free spectrum when the 
primary user is not active [2]. In a different way it can be said 
as , the CR users which forms cognitive radio networks 
(CRNs) can only access primary channels after confirming that 
the channel is idle. This refers to the process of sensing a par-
ticular channel and verifying that it is not used by a primary 
user currently. This form of accessing the spectrum is called as 
opportunistic spectrum access.  
The spectrum holes identifying process is known as spectrum 
sensing. In spectrum sensing technique , there are two main 
approaches : (i) primary receiver detection and (ii)primary 
transmitter detection [1]. Due to the non-uniformed distribu-
tion of primary users' location and spectrum usage , there is a 
problem of spectrum heterogeneity in CRN. Heterogeneity in 
CRAHNs is caused by the dynamic changes of spectrum 
availability[3] , which are caused due to the random behavior 
of the primary and secondary users and  by the reconfigurabil-
ity of SUs. The available spectrum for SUs may be different 

from node to node. Heterogeneity of resources is nothing but   
the  various channels are available as well as  the radios are 
available on the same node, and cooperation between nodes 
on the availble  channels.  In  CRNs , for  more  reliable opera-
tion of the network  one of the best solution is forming clusters 
. Cluster formation  is giving better results  because when clus-
ters are used for sensing, the reliable sensing operation can be 
performed [4]. Which causes the  prevention of  CR users from 
interfering to the  primary users , which is more useful. Even, 
the prevention of  using the occupied channels by CR is possi-
ble , which are already in the use by  primary users . By clus-
tering , the collision occurance  (while vacating the channel 
due to PU appearance) between neighboring clusters is re-
duced [5]. For easy routing , the clusters are formed in cogni-
tive ad-hoc networks  [6] . In clustering , the communication 
reliability can be increased by adjusting the transmission 
range of cognitive nodes. 
     Usually , the activity of primary users is  not known to CR 
users in advance, the connectivity between CR nodes in a CRN 
is not guaranteed. If two communicating CR nodes are com-
municating with each other , and  a primary  user is detected 
at that particular time and want to use  the working channel, 
then CR nodes have to switch very quickly to other idle chan-
nel. Due to which there is a problem of disconnectivity ,  in 
case of the unavailability of alternative channel . As clustering 
gives the direction for dependency between the used working 
channel and the availability of the working channels for all CR 
nodes in a cluster , the clustering algorithm has a big effect on 
stability . Even , with the help of the clustering algorithm , the 
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connectivity between  various clusters is assured , on  which  
the connectivity of the whole network is dependent. That is  a 
clustering algorithm is giving connectivity robustness, which 
means  that while forming  clusters it is seen that there are 
more common channels  shared by cluster members and more 
common channels are maintained between neighboring clus-
ters. In this paper , a clustering scheme is discussed , which is 
based on the metric called as node selection score . This clus-
tering scheme considers spectrum heterogeneity, the node 
degree, and the intra cluster delay as well as the stability of 
topology. 
     The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 relat-
ed work is reviewed. Section 3 describes neighbor discovery 
process. Then the clustering scheme is discussed in Section 4. 
In Section 5, the experimental results are presented. Finally, 
paper is concluded in section 6. 

2    RELATED WORK 

For ad-hoc networks [7], [8], [9] there are many clustering al-
gorithms been proposed in the literature. In ad-hoc networks, 
the major focus of clustering is to preserve connectivity (under 
static channel conditions) or to improve routing. For clustering 
in sensor networks [6] , the special importance is given to lon-
gevity and coverage .Thus, none of this work takes into ac-
count the robustness as well as the channel availability in 
CRNs. In [10] , the  balance between the number of idle com-
mon channels within cluster and cluster size is considered and 
an algorithm is proposed which  increases the number of 
common channels within clusters. But its drawback is that  it  
doesn’t take into account the connectivity between clusters. 
Cogmesh [2] gives a practical MAC protocol for clustering but 
it doesn’t consider  the set of common channels and sizes of 
clusters. Chen et al. proposed a cluster-based CSS scheme , in 
[11]  , to give better results in the cooperation overhead as well 
as  the sensing reliability. This scheme can reduce the amount 
of direct cooperation with the fusion centre but cannot reduce 
the communication overhead between CR users and the clus-
ter header. One of the clustering scheme proposed in [12], in 
which the same problem is observed. Distributed coordination 
of CRs via a locally computed control channel that changes in 
response to PR activity [13], was proposed by Zhao et al. In 
this , overhead of cluster management are reduced by mini-
mizing the number of distinct frequency bands needed for 
control . For control in each neighborhood, the band available 
to the largest set of one-hop neighbors is selected. But because 
of the variations in PR activity this results in re-clustering re-
peatedly. In [14], a clustering algorithm is proposed which is 
based on the conception of control cloud. In this , a common 
channel is shared by CRs which is defined as control cloud. It 
make up a cluster and for decreasing the control overhead , 
the largest clusters are found. The main drawback of the 
scheme is that the architecture is not stable and re-clustering is 
easily caused by few mobility of CRs or little activity change 
of primary users (defined as ripple effect).In [15], the Max 
Node Degree clustering algorithm and the Lowest ID cluster-
ing algorithm [16]. But, main drawback of these two clustering 

algorithms is that , the heterogeneity of available channels is 
not considered in  these two algorithms. Another  multi-hop 
clustering scheme with load-balancing capabilities is Adaptive 
multi-hop clustering [17]. It is not capable to decide that which 
node is to be selected as the cluster head for the newly de-
tached cluster.  

3    NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY PROCESS  

As the nature of the available channels is heterogeneous ,  in 
CRNs , clustering plays an important role for the stable opera-
tion of the network.  Clustering can reduce the routing proto-
col overhead [18] by reducing the network scale. It is suitable 
to form a cluster because the moving nodes are communi-
cating  with each other over longer distances using a line-of-
sight path .  It is assumed  that coverage of each cluster is two 
hops , which can be extended to k-hop. Cluster formation pro-
cess includes the following steps : 
To participate in the cluster formation process , each CR have 
to know about the position of  other CRs which are in its 
neighborhood and their local spectrum availability. To get this 
information is nothing but neighbor discovery process. 
Neighbor discovery process in cognitive radio ad hoc net-
works is a challenging job because CRs have to meet all their 
k-hop neighbors in a multi-hop and multichannel network. 
Hence, these neighbors can be tuned on different channels, as 
their channel availability highly depends on the activity of 
primary users in the area. Let there are N no. of airborne 
nodes and C no. of spectrum channels , In a Cognitive Radio 
Network (CRN), if both the nodes A and B are within  trans-
mission range of each other and have at least one common 
channel between them then node A and node B are said to be 
neighbors of each other . Each node can periodically scan and 
identify the available channel set for the node. If a CR node 
can transmit and receive on channel C for reasonable amount 
of time without causing/having interference to/from primary 
users [19] then  Channel C is said to be available. A node’s 
neighbors are determined by its transmission range , as well as 
the channel being used.  

4    CLUSTER FORMATION PROCESS  

After discovering the neighbor , the main steps for cluster 
formation are as follows: 
 

1. At first , each node pass the information about its 
available channel set, location, speed, position, and 
mobility characteristics . Mobility characteristics in-
cludes the position of the node in the cluster as well 
as the position of the node in the network , at each 
available channel. 

2. To select a cluster head , at first , number of two hop 
neighbors of each node n on channel C ,is calculated. 

3. Calculate node selection score on the basis of follow-
ing factors : 

 The number of two-hop neighbors of node n 
on channel C. 
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 The average number of hops from all one-

hop and two-hop neighbors to node n. 

 The average channel switching steps. 

4. To calculate node selection score , number of two-hop 

neighbors to node n on channel C , given by 𝑁𝑛,𝐶 , is 

divided by the addition of average number of hops 

from all one-hop and two-hop neighbors to node n,  

which is given as 
 

ℎ𝑜𝑝_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 = 1/𝑁_(𝑛, 𝐶)   ∑_(𝑘
= 1)^(𝑁_(𝑛, 𝐶))▒〖𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡〗_𝑘  

 
and average channel switching steps are given by : 
 

𝑆𝑇 =  1/𝑁_(𝑛, 𝐶)  ∑_(𝑘
= 1)^(𝑁_(𝑛, 𝐶))▒〖𝐶𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ〗_𝑘  

 
 Thus the formula to calculate node selection score of 
each node can be given with the following equation. 

 
𝛽_(𝑛, 𝐶) = 𝑁_(𝑛, 𝐶)/(1 + ℎ𝑜𝑝_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

+  𝑆𝑇 )                                                         (1) 
The node with the largest node selection score is selected as 
the cluster head (CH).Following table  (Table 1) gives the cal-
culation for 𝛽𝑛,𝐶  of each node. As the network assumes C 

number of potential channels , having indices from 1 to M. 
SU(node in the network) is operating in a time slotted fashion, 
where the length of each time slot is T. The SU also has a 
sensng order {s1,s2,……………sM}, which is permutation of 
set {c1,c2,………….cM}. Depending on some specific crite-
ria(the channel is either free and has an acceptable channel 
quality) , SU senses the channels  sequentially  according to 
the sensing order within the given time slot, until it stops at 
the channel based on the selected criteria and transmits its 
information in that particular channel during the remainder of 
that time slot. It is assume that without any error the accurate 
channel sensing is done. From the values of node selection 
score in the table it is clear that , Node 4 has the largest node 
selection score  on channel 1. Hence node 4 is selected as CH. 
As it is selected as CH, it is used as intra cluster control chan-
nel. Each  node will select the node with the largest “node se-
lection score” and use it as its CH  in the cluster formation 
process,  as shown in the following figure (Fig. 1) ,we take ex-
ample of only six nodes in the figure.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
      
 

 As  channel 1 cannot be used by node 6 , node 3 works on 
channels 1 and 3 and acts as a switching node for node 6. For 
the communication in between the two clusters , the CH 
broadcasts the channel used as well as   the list of all the nodes  
in that particular cluster  , to other CHs on each channel , 
which is to be used at that particular time ,  with maximum 
transmission  power. When the CH does not hear response 
from other CHs, it knows that other CHs are out of its cover-
age area. A new CH or an another channel is to be selected if a 
CH’s intra cluster control channel is occupied by other users 
after some time. Here in both these cases, a member node is 
selected as new CH, which is having next largest node selec-
tion score. The newly selected CH must be connect with other 
CHs and can operate on the inter cluster control channel as 
well. The CH and its one-hop neighbors can switch to differ-
ent channels because the coverage of a CH is two-hop neigh-
bors. While shifting there are chances of happening a deaf 
problem . A deaf problem  can be solved by sending a join and 
a leave message over the control channel by the node before 
switching to another channel. The nodes can be arranged in 
the cluster as shown in Figure 2. In which three clusters are 
shown with the connectivity between the nodes as well as the 
Cluster Heads (CHs). 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 
 

TABLE 1 

NODE SELECTION SCORE OF EACH NODE WITH RESPECT 

TO THE CHANNEL USED 

Node 

No.  

Channel 

Used 

Node selection score 

1 c2 0.07591 

c3 0.9419 

2 c2 3.2297 

c3 3.3440 

      3  c1 0.3353 

c3 0.1416 

4 c1 3.8751 

5 c2 1.5305 

6 c2 1.3593 

c3 0.8173 

 

 

Fig.1 Cluster Formation.   

 

Fig.2 Cluster Architecture.   
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5    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, we discuss the performance of CRN clustering 
scheme. The simulation set up uses the  transmission range – 
2.000*2.300  km , the mobility model  used is the - bird flock 
mobility model. the no. of nodes - 32.avg. no. clusters = 5. 
Available channels =  max10 , initial energy level 100joules 
and simulation time =50 sec.  
The average number of clusters tries to show how many clus-
ters are formed with different clustering algorithms, while the 
contention probability of the CRN shows the probability that 
the formed clusters can communicate with each other. Since 
the primary and secondary users are randomly deployed, the 
statistical values are calculated after the nodes fly for a period 
of 50 s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3  Clustering scheme’s performance for number of nodes used in 

CRNs. (a) Average number of clusters. (b) Contention  probability of the 

CRN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  Clustering scheme’s performance for Maximun node speeds. (a) 

Average number of clusters. (b) Contention  probability of the CRN. 

6    CONCLUSION 

Clustering scheme discussed in this paper is based on a clus-
tering model in which cluster heads (CHs) are selected on the 
basis of node selection score , average number of hops as well 
as channel switching from member nodes to the CH. In the 
neighbor discovery process of cluster formation , the channel 
availability is checked hence it is more suitable for topology 
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management in CRN. As this clustering scheme considers the 
number of  two hop neighbors of all communicating nodes , 
the clusters forms are less in number. Thus “node selection 
score” based clustering scheme is more suitable for CRN for 
finding out the path between the source and the destination 
,because there is no any problem for selecting cluster head 
(CH) for newly detached cluster.  
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